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ABSTRACT

An equation that simply relates variations in the daily suras
of global radiation and the corresponding midday global radiation
data over an arbitrarily chosen location on the Earth is derived
from first principles. Although this equation is specifically
tailored for periods incorporating only cloudless days, it is
modified slightly in order also to suit any period that
incorporates either cloudless days or consistently cloudy days or
days characterised by consistent]y distributed cloud patches or any
combination of these. Global radiation data for Dar es Salaam,
Tanzania,calculated on the basis of the slightly modified version
of the equation mentioned above agree with actual measurements to
at least 891 if each of the days involved is either fairly cloudless
or consistently cloudy or is characterised by fairly consistent
cloud patches from sunrise to sunset. This clearly demonstrates
that it is quite possible to work out reasonable estimates of the
overall global radiation incident on a given area using only the
corresponding midday global radiation data for that particular
area.
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1 . INTRODUCTION
Sufficient information on the variation of daily sums of

global radiation over a given area is useful in at least two ways.
Firstly,such information is essential for optimal design of solar
heating systems notably those to be installed in domestic or industrial
premises. Secondly, such information is applied in research
investigations into a wide range of biological and physical
processes.

Conventionally the variation of daily suns of global radiation
for a given area is obtained through sectional integrations over
continuous record; of global radiation data. Procurement of such
continuously recorded data requires not only appropriate instruments
(e.q. Pvrananeters) that are constantly kept in working
condition but also ungaped supply of appropriate accessories such
as recording charts. As already remarked by other workers' " J ,
there is notable scarcity of solar radiation data and up-to-date
instruments in a number of developing countries. It is my opinion
that countries with such scarcity can manage, on their own, certain
solar energy research projects which do not essentially require
massive input of continuously recorded data. As a specific example,
let us consider a meteorological station in which global radiation
measurement is taken only once (at midday) every day and that no
continuously recorded radiation measurements are made. Now is there
a possibility that the global radiation data so collected over a
period of time may easily be used to produce the corresponding
pattern of daily sums of global radiation over that particular
station ? The aim of this paper is to prove that such a possibility
indeed exists.

2. FORMULATION
Let the continuous function fCt) represent the global

radiation incident upon a given area for a period T that consists of
M days. The period T commences at the sunrise time of the first
day and that for the area in question, the time-length from sunrise to
sunset for any day within the period T is fairly uniform and equal
to s seconds. This condition applies well to equatorial areas
wherein sunrise-to-sunset duration is always about 12 hours
throughout the year.
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Although the formulation that umediately follows 1" tailored
specifically for Equatorial locations, we shall discuss later on
how it may be modified in order to be applicable in non-Equatorial
locations as well.

If the global radiation at the area mentioned above is recorded
at the midday point of each of the M days contained in period T,
then the M data values shown in Table 1 will be obtained, noting
that.k denotes the time distance between two adjacent midday points.
On the other hand, if the daily suns of global radiation over the
sane area during each of the M days were measured, the series of
data shown in Table 2 would be obtained. Let the quasi-continuous
time series formed by the data in Table 2 be represented by f (t)
and also let the cosinusoidally-edged sampling window detailed

be represented by function f.ft).elsewhere C4)
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We denote the Fourier transforms of fB(t) and ftft) by ^fw) and
JCI(W), respectively. Now a comparison of Tables 1 and 2 shows that
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If we then Fourier transform equat ion (1) while employing the symbol F
to represent a Fourier transform o ieratort we shall arrive at the
equation

+ s f(M-l)k + s
e - M l / 2 ) s p Cwj « F

i /-k + s f(M-l)k + s
f(t)dt + f(t)dt • • f[t)dt | [2)
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where j - -1. Application of the Trapezoid Rule of nunerical
integration to equation [2) and thereafter rearrangement of the
terms involved finally yields

F{(l/2)hCf{0) + ffk) + f(2k) +

h(f(h) + f(kth) + f(2k+h)

) j + h(f(2h) + f[k+2h)+ f[2k+2h)

f[[N-l)k+2h)j + . . . . + h(f((N-l)h)

+ f(2k+(N-l)h> + f((N-l)k+fN-l)h))

fl/2)h(f(Nh) H f(k*Nh) + f(2k+Mi) + +

) {1/2

f l /2)eJwNhj JT D^ + u2 + +1^]. since for

positive integer I, f(*)"fj(y) where Ik< x f l

and y » x - Ik,

Sin£
Sin([l/2)wh,

. jeJ(l/2)wN>,

+1^ 1

where N is an integer and h • s/V. Ideally the value of N should
be as large as possible and shou]1 in practive be at least equil to
12 in order to attain reasonably ?ood results. Thus Fmfw) is sinply

related the midday radiation data

equation

through the
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3. COMPARISON WITH ACTUAL MEASUREMENTS.

Ideally equations {3) and (4) would apply very well to

periods that include fairly cloudless days as typically illustrated

in Figs.1(a) and l(b). However, after making a lot of comparisons

between predictions made using equation (4) and corresponding global

radiation measurements recorded at Dar es Salaam using Kipp * Zonen

Solar Integrators, we have found out that if each of the O's in

equations (3) and (4) represents a time average of the global

radiation measured from 11.00 a.m. to 1.00 p.m. local time instead

of representing the radiation at the midday point as implied in the

previous section, then equations (3) and (4) will yield fairly

accurate results not only tat fairly consistently cloudless days

(eg. Fig. 1(«) and Fig.l(b»but also for consistently cloudy days

as well as days characterised by fairly consistent cloud patches

(eg. Fig. l(c) and Fig. l(d)). Note that Figs.1(a) and l(b) do

not represent completely clear days because the latter was

influenced by light cloud patches from ~ 14 p.m. to ~16 p.m. local

tune while the former came under the influence of light cloud

patches from -7 a.m. to ~8 a.m. local time. Practice has shown

that such inconsistent but limited cloud patches do not invalidate the ap-

plication of the modified versions of equations (3) and (4) at all.

The conclusion that the latter equations may be used to estimate

fairly accurate global radiation over periods that include either

fairly cloudless days or consistently cloudly days or days characterised by

fairly consistent cloud patches or any combination of these is

clearly supported by Table 3 wherein radiation data for Oar es Salaam

calculated on the basis of equation (4) are compared with

correspondingly recorded data. Both the measured data and the

calculated data agree with each other by at least 891, indicating

that equations (3) and (4) may be applied fairly reliably in

equatorial countries like Tanzania provided that the periods cove-

red by the radiation calculations incorporate either consistently

cloudless days or consistently cloudydays or days characterised by

consistent cloud patches or a combination of these.

TABLE 3: A comparison of measured global radiation over

Dar es Salaam, Tanzania with corresponding global

radiation calculated on the basis of the modified

version of equation (4).
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8/11/1982

23/11/1982

14/12/1982

27/2/1983

29/3/1983

30/11/1983

21/1/1984

31/1/1984

9/3/1984

3/2/1985

30/5/1985

12/8/198S

3/3/1986

24/6/1986

25/9/1986

4/4/1987

29/6/1987

MEASURED GLOBAL

RADIATI0N(cal./cm2)

4449

3048

3274

3531

4198

S998

3406

3675

5162

3075

837

945

1099

1281

1963

1119

2760

CALCULATED GLOBAL

RADIATION (cal./cm2)

4048

3292

3439

3849

3820

5578

3678

3859

4698

3290

912

1040

1121

1358

1885

1230

2456
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The implication is that after obtaining D,, D~, EL. from 11.00 a.m.

to 1.00 p.m. (LT) records of global radiation, F (wl may be obtained

through equation (4). Finally the total global solar radiation incident

upon the area in question for the whole of period T may be obtained

by integrating fF (w)] over the relevant frequency range. The

simplicity and convenience of this integration is that it is performed

only once (eg. through a single run of one computer subprogram)

irrespective of the number of days involved.

As mentioned earlier, equation (4) is tailored specifically for

an Equatorial area. Nevertheless, this equation may be modified to

suit an arbitrary area at latitude x as follows. Firstly an amplitude-

modulating process that is commensurate with the seasonal variations

in the global radiation at that particular area is incorporated in

equations (1) and (2). Then after manipulating the modified version

of the latter equation in accordance with the mathematical steps

through which the final form of equation (3) has been established, an

expression of the form

•) C(w)/I2(w)Fm(w) - (5)

where A is a latitude-dependent amplitude parameter and w' w w - w
A O

if the seasonal variations are sinusoidal and have a frequency of w .

Details about step-by-step derivation of equation (5) may be deduced

from some previous publications^ .

4. CONCLUSION

We have derived an equation which relates midday global

radiation data to the corresponding variations in daily sums of

global radiation. This equation makes it possible for the estijnation

of the total solar radiation incident upon a given area over an arbitrary

length of tine T( > 2 days] to be made merely from 11.00 a.m. to

1.00 p.m. (LT) global radiation data measured on a daily basis. Such

an estimation which has always been made from sunrise-to-sunset

continuous or hourly measurements of global radiation data may, on the

basis of-this paper, be made even by meteorological stations which are

not materially equipped to make sunrise-to-sunset continuous or hourly

global radiation measurements. On the basis of radiation data from

Dar es Salaam, the above mentioned equation has yielded an accuracy of at

least 89t when each of the days involved was either consistently

cloudless or consistently cloudy or was characterised by consistent

cloud patches.
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FIGURK CAPTION

FIG. 1: A continuous chart record of the global radiation at

Dar es Salaam, Tanzania during (a) a generally cloudless
day (ie. 27/2/1986) with an intrusion of light cloud
patches from ~ 7 a.m. to ~ 8. a.m. local time,
(a) a generally cloudless day (ie. 7/3/1983) with an
intrusion of light cloud patches from —14 p.m. to ~16 p.m.
local time, (c) a consistently cloudy day (ie. 12/4/1983),
and (d) a day (ie. 12/1/1984) characterised by fairly
consistent cloud patches. All these records were
produced by a Kipp & Zonen recorder BD 301.
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